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Recovery procedures

UI machine does not work

- Use another machine with outbound connectivity (action on Massimo)
- Submit installation and workers from lxplus

CERN down

- Use the UI in Madrid
- wget mechanism still OK?

Distribution problems (like a last minute new TAG)

- Implement (always) the copy_register mechanism
- Verify Diane works with that

Resource broker

- Prepare the procedure to switch between grdb01/03/ui
- ui rb under test (Patricia)
- Implement the submission to DESY (urgent: Kuba)
- How to submit jobs to LSF directly?

AFS

- Now 8 GB
- Prepare a second area (also for Diane!!)

10% test at MSU vs CERN (AMD)

Phone call

- Check small glitches on naming
- CMS problems can be reproduced in here?

More tests

- Distribute TAG.tgz via catalogue (instead that via jobs)
- Use of the TAG.tgz when installed via catalogue
- Job submission to DESY: operational (and transparent for ITU people)?
- Run at MSU: do we need a special compatibility check?
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